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ABSTRACT

The results of experimental studies of sodium void reactivity (SVR) obtained in

three critical assemblies being a rather simple mock-ups of low-void fast reactor are

given. The influence of sodium plenum placed above the core on integral value of SVR

was studied. Both uranium and plutonium fuel were used in these assemblies.

The appropriate calculations using routine fast reactor techniques have been carried

out. The comparison of calculational and experimental SVR values is illustrated. Some

reasons of revealed discrepancies are pointed out.

These studies aimed at the further substantiation of the BN-800 new designed core

with sodium plenum.

Introduction

In 1991 a new design for the BN-800 fast reactor core with near-zero SVR was

carried out. Near-zero value of integral SVR is achieved by sodium plenum introducing

above the core. That results in neutron leakage increasing and appropriate intensification

of SVR negative component. Preliminary theoretical and calculational studies showed the

possibility to attain in such manner near-zero SVR when the core and the upper part of

the fuel sub-assemblies was voided. The concept of such a core applied to BN-800 type

fast reactor is given in [1].
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It should be mentioned that the special approach has to be taken to carry out

calculations of such unconventional core layout. It is not always possible to stick to this

approach in routine calculations.

In order to estimate the accuracy level of calculations of such a core the International

Benchmark Calculations organized by IAEA and CEC were carried out [2]. These

exersices and preliminary calculational results of ZEBRA low void reactivity experiments

show that Ri ^sian nuclear data library ABBN-78 [3] being used for fast reactor

calculations to all appearance overestimates visibly positive SVR component in the core.

Taking into account the importance and topicality of the problem and various

difficulties connected with SVR calculations some experiments in IPPE to measure SVR

in several critical BFS assemblies have been carried out.

In the paper the information about three critical assemblies is given. Rather

complicated axial structure of the BN-800 type reactor with sodium plenum core was

simulated by these critical assemblies.

1. Some Features of Critical Assemblies

All three critical assemblies indexed BFS-54-2, BFS-54-3, BFS-56 and assembled

on BFS facility were mock-ups of the BN-800 simplified sodium plenum core design. The

core radius of the mock-ups was two times lesser than the reactor core radius. At the

same time the axial dimensions of the mock-ups (and their separate sub-zones) were

close to the reactor ones. Critical assemblies were constructed from stainless steel tubes

and inside them pellets of reactor materials were loaded. The core of critical assemblies

BFS-54-2 and BFS-56 was uniform zone loaded with uranium and plutonium fuel

correspondingly for BFS-54-2 and BFS-56. The BFS-54-3 critical assembly core was the

BFS-54-2 core with plutonium part inserted in the core center.

There was sodium plenum above the core of all critical assemblies consisted of

sodium pellets only. There was an area consisted of boron carbide and sodium above the

sodium plenum. This area simulated upper axial shield. And above the upper axial shield

another area with sodium pellets was placed. This area simulated steel reactor structures

situated above the core. The lower axial blanket with uranium dioxide was situated under

the core. The core was surrounded by uranium dioxide radial blanket.

Some features of these critical assemblies are given in Table 1.
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Table 1.

Some Features of Critical Assemblies

Critical assembly index
Parameter

Fuel in the core

Core height, cm

Core radius, cm

Center plutonium

part radius, cm

Sodium plenum
height, cm

Upper axial

shield height, cm

Maximum voiding

area radius, cm

BFS-54-2

Uranium

77

57.6

_

30

15

43.2

BFS-54-3

Plutonium in

the center,

uranium

in the

periphery

77

58.4

23.7

30

15

16.3

BFS-56

Plutonium

94.2

61

_

30

15

51

2. SVR Measurement Simplified Technique

Sodium void reactivity measurements in the critical assemblies were carried out under

sodium removal from both sodium plenum and core. During these experiments sodium

pellets were being replaced for equal amounts of empty steel sheaths. Experiments were

fulfilled in the following manner.

At first sodium was removed from the first portion of central tubes in sodium plenum.

Using digital reactivity meter the reactivity difference of two critical assembly states:

initial state and disturbed state was measured. This measurement was followed by core

size adjusting in order to maintain critical state. Having made core size adjusting
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experimental team proceeded to another portion of tubes adjacent to the central one and
etc. In a such manner sodium removal were continued as soon as maximum voiding state
was reached. Afterwards the same manner of experiments was taken for sodium removal
from the core.

After voiding of sodium plenum and core the reverse procedure: sodium insertion
into critical assembly was carried out. In these experiments the same experimental method
was applied.

In all experiments the reactivity of each final state was derived by summing up of
partial reactivities obtained in the intermediate states.

To prove this the direct reactivity measurement under maximum voiding of the core
and sodium plenum for the BFS-56 critical assembly were carried out. Abrupt power
decrease method was applied. The total reactivity obtained in the experiment equal to -
4.02+0.2 Beff and this value is close (within experimental errors) to -3.78 Beff obtained
by summing up of intermediate reactivities.

3. Comparison of Calculated and Experimental SVR Values

Calculated SVR values were derived with the use of the following computer codes:

- RBR-80 - diffusion code in 2D geometry with 26 energy groups [4];

- MMCFK - 3D transport code based on Monte-Carlo method with 26 energy

groups [5].

In these codes the ABBN-78 nuclear data library with nuclear data preparation

system ARAMACO [6] is used. These two codes are widely used in the IPPE in fast

reactor routine calculations.

Calculational procedure with diffusion code was fully corresponded to the

experiment one: step by step calculations with core size adjustment in each step in

accordance with experimental data, and reactivity values were summed up in each step to

get reactivity value of final state.

For the MMCFK code based on Monte-Carlo method such a scheme of calculations

is unacceptable because of statistical deviations accumulation. That is why only states of

maximum voiding under unchanged initial core radius were calculated with this code.

Experimental and calculated SVR values for maximum voiding of sodium plenum are

given in Table 2, the analogous values for the core are displayed in Table 3.
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Table 2.

Comparison of Experimental and Calculated SVR Values under Sodium Removal from

Sodium Plenum, (%

Critical assembly
index

Experiment

Calculation:

diffusion theory

Monte-Carlo

method*)

BFS-54-2

-1.04+0.06

-1.05

-0.86+0.07

BFS-54-3

-0.22+0.01

-0.32

BFS-56

-0.83+0.04

-1.04

(-1.016)*)

-0.90+0.07

*) The values are derived under unchanged initial core radius. One standard
deviation is pointed out for the Monte-Carlo method.

Table 3.

Comparison of Experimental and Calculated SVR Values under Sodium Removal from

the Core, (%

Critical assembly
index

Experiment

Calculation:

diffusion theory

Monte-Carlo

method*)

BFS-54-2

-1.07+0.06

-0.86

-0.84+0.07

BFS-54-3

-0.038+0.08

-0.01

BFS-56

-0.63+0.04

-0.19

(-0.28)*)

-0.23+0.07

*) The values are derived under unchanged initial core radius. One standard

deviation is pointed out for the Monte-Carlo method.

Comparing of calculated and experimental values listed in Tables 2,3 one can make

the following conclusions.
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a) SVR values in sodium plenum.

For uranium fuel (BFS-54-2) calculated values obtained both with diffusion theory
and with Monte-Carlo method under two standard deviations practically coinside with
experimental value. And nominal calculated value obtained with Monte-Carlo method is
about 0.2% A.K/K less negative than experimental value.

For plutonium fuel (BFS-56) there is a good agreement between calculated Monte-
Carlo value and experimental one even within one standard deviation. At the same time
diffusion theory calculation gives SVR value more negative of about 0.2% A,K/K.

b) SVR values in the core.

For uranium fuel (BFS-54-2) both diffusion and Monte-Carlo calculation give

nearly equal values that are less negative of about 0.2% &K/K than experimental value.

The Monte-Carlo calculational value coincides practically with experimental one within

two standard deviations.

For plutonium fuel (BFS-56) both diffusion and Monte-Carlo calculation give also

close results that are more positive of about 0.4% A.K/K than experimental value. The

difference between Monte-Carlo and experimental value is about 0.25% &K/K taking

into account two standard deviations. Taking into account that experiments were carried

out keeping strictly to succession of the experiments: at first sodium was being removed

from sodium plenum and afterwards - from the core, it is possible to sum up SVR values

listed in Tables 2,3 in order to derive summarized effect under simultaneous sodium

removal from sodium plenum and core.

Qulitative analysis of the discrepancy between calculated and experimental SVR

values with assumption of simultaneous voiding of sodium plenum and core shows that

both diffusion and transport calculation give more positive integral SVR and this fact

does not depend on the kind of fuel: uranium or plutonium. Discrepancy between

diffusion calculated value and experimental one is about 0.2% A.K/K, at the same

condition the discrepancy between transport calculated value and experimental one is

placed within the interval of (0.2 - 0.6)% A.K/K taking into account two standard

deviations. Making analysis of possible reasons of derived discrepancies of calculated

SVR values from experimental ones it should be noted that definite part of these

discrepancies may be connected with rather complicated heterogeneous structure of BFS

facility accemblies. Preliminary studies show that account of this structure in calculational

models is more important for plutonium fuelled assembly than for uranium fuelled
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assembly because of BFS plutonium assembly has strongly pronounced heterogeneous
structure.

At the same time the main part of the discrepancies is connected to all apperance
with nuclear data and it should be taken into account in fast reactor design calculations.

Conclusion

The experiments carryed out on measuring sodium void reactivity in three critical

BFS assemblies both with uranium and plutonium fuel gave the possibility to assess the

level of discrepancies between calculated and measured values.

It turned out that both diffusion and transport calculated SVR values for simulteneous

voiding of sodium plenum and core are more positive than appropriate measured values.

The derived level of discrepancies between calculated and measured SVR values is

placed within the interval of (0.2 - 0.6)% A.K/K. And this more positive estimation takes

place both uranium and plutonium fuelled assembly.
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